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ABSTRACT

When the collaboration between humans and machines happens in public, the audience can face difficulties in distinguishing the actual human contribution from the contribution
of autonomous processes. In music concerts involving digital interfaces doubts about the performer’s contribution can
drastically hinder the audience interest. The disappearing of
the direct physical link between actions and effects is one
of the reasons of this confusion. Consequently both artists
and researchers have explored techniques to augment the experience of spectators. However their respective impact on
the multiple aspects of audience experience has not yet been
formally compared. In this controlled study, we compare two
techniques : pre-performance explanations and visual augmentations. Despite contradictory results on comprehension tasks,
we show that contrary to pre-performance explanations, visual
augmentations improve the audience experience, increase their
subjective comprehension and restore the trust in performers
by reversing the doubt in their favour.
Author Keywords

interactions; spectator experience; visual augmentations ;
design for public interactions; human machine collaboration;
CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Laboratory experiments; Mixed / augmented
reality; •Applied computing → Sound and music computing;
INTRODUCTION

When the collaboration between humans and machines happens in public, the audience can face difficulties in distinguishing the actual human contribution from the contribution of
autonomous processes. In artistic performances involving digital interfaces, and especially in music concerts, doubts about
the performer’s involvement can drastically hinder the audience interest [54, 56]. In the HCI community, the question of
the audience experience during such performances is growing
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in interest as evidenced by the extensive related literature [49,
48, 6]. It has also grown in importance in specific domains
such as musical interaction, where it is in particular used as
an evaluation and design methodology [2, 40, 29]. Among the
issues pointed out in this literature, two can be highlighted :
the loss of the physical link between the gesture and the sound
production and the doubt about the performer’s contribution.
First, the continuous technological improvements in Digital
Musical Instruments (DMIs) dissolved the physical constraints
in the production of sound, offering musicians almost infinite
creative possibilities. With the multiplication of these software
instruments, musicians became their own instrument makers,
amplifying the diversity of interfaces and gesture to sound
mappings leading to better intimacy or expressivity for the
musicians [36, 62]. Furthermore, the arrival of computers on
stage relieved the artists of the physical requirements, allowing
for expressive gestures with less amplitude, if not hidden
[30, 14, 10]. From an audience perspective, these mutations
of the intuitive link between actions and effects [48] have
multiple consequences. A disturbed perception can lower the
transmission of emotions [24], disrupt the anticipation and
its related pleasure [32] and therefore hinder the experience
of live music. Thus, less constrained by the laws of physics,
musicians face new challenges to better expose their skills and
intentions when on stage.
A second issue lies in the very interest of attending a live
artistic performance : the singularity of seeing and hearing
artists expressing themselves doing things we are not able to
do. If a performance with digital devices gives the impression
that everything could flow the same way whether or not the
performer is involved, the audience may doubt their actual contribution. The risk is to make the performance as interesting as
watching people "doing their taxes" (David Zicarelli, founder
of Cycling ’74, a major music software company, reported in
[54]). Beyond the simple interest, the experience of flow, that
is the total immersion in the performance [23], also requires to
perceive the artistic demand of the performance and the skills
of the artist [23, 38, 50].
Artists and researchers alike have explored solutions to the
degradation of the audience experience. In particular, they
have proposed techniques to augment performances without
constraining the design of performance interfaces. These techniques range from pre-performance demos [9] to augmentedreality displays [8] and provide various types of information
about the instrument, its mechanisms and the ongoing inter-

actions of the musician. While they constitute a promising
solution to the issue of audience experience with digital performances, these Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques
(SEATs) have not yet been formally compared. Therefore,
their respective effect on the many aspects of the spectators
experience remains unclear.
In this paper, we compare two of these SEATs, i.e. preperformance demo and visual augmentations, through a controlled study, in the context of musical performances. We
investigate their effect on multiple aspects of the audience
experience, including subjective and objective comprehension,
especially looking at the perception of the performer’s contribution. From the results, we derive insights which can inform
both the design of future techniques and the evaluation of the
audience experience with digital performances.
Related work
Spectator experience augmentation techniques (SEATs)

A first strategy for improving the audience experience with
digital performances is to design the performers interfaces, e.g.
musical instruments, to maximise their propensity to make the
observers intuitively understand their behaviour and potentialities, aka the transparency [27]. However, this may require
the performers to restrain their expressivity with respect to
all potential combinations of gestures, sensors, mappings and
content. These restrictions can be lifted by audiovisual interfaces designed to expose the instrument capabilities and
facilitate the comprehension of both musicians and audience.
This approach shows interesting benefits in the case of DMIs
[35, 21] but it adds constraints to instrument design outside the
sole musician’s expressive needs. A second strategy explored
by both artists and researchers is to augment the performance
with information that complements the audience experience,
without modifying the performer’s interface. This augmentation can be done for various goals regarding the audience
experience, such as increasing the audience enjoyment, engagement or comprehension, e.g. turning magical interfaces
into expressive ones [48]. It may also take many forms.
Visual feedback can be projected behind the performers [47],
overlapped with the instrument using an AR display [8], or
provided both on stage and on mobile devices [6]. In a precedent work, we proposed a pipeline based on the integration
of physiological data to select relevant visual augmentation
[15]. Haptic feedback can also be used to amplify musicians’
gestures [1, 58]. Other approaches involve pre-concert explanations of the instrument [9, 29] or of the performer’s intention
[29]. Finally, common techniques developed by artists include
tilting their interface towards the audience and projecting a
close-up of their gestures or their graphical user interface.

post-performance questionnaires and guided interviews of
spectators. Different approaches are proposed in terms of
methodology (how they measure) and of the dimensions they
address (what they measure).
Most contributions rely on pre/post-performance interviews
and questionnaires to address components of the audience
experience such as enjoyment [6, 11], comprehension [6],
error perception [11], emotional and social aspects [12] and
also to gather improvement suggestions [6]. Additionally, real
time measurements can be used to provide feedback during
the performance [11].
Similarly, augmentation techniques have mostly been evaluated "in the wild" by organising performances to study the
impact of pre-concert explanations on error perception and
enjoyment [9] or to better understand how different visual
augmentations affect audience understanding [47, 20]. While
this method in the field provides valuable information on some
aspects of the audience experience, it also contains biases,
such as the inherent differences between two runs of the same
performance or the effect of the social context, which makes
it difficult to precisely compare two techniques.
In contrast, few "in the lab" experiments have been conducted
on audience experience. They all rely on videos of performances to address components of the experience. Questionnaires can be used to investigate the perceived causality and
the attributed agency (the spectator’s appreciation of the level
of control of the musician) [7], to evaluate the error perception [28] or to rate the perceived tension [3]. Beyond such
subjective reports, physiological measurement can provide
objective insights like the level of engagement of spectators
watching dance performances [41]. The integration of physiological sensors is a promising way to gather objective data
about the audience experience [60, 15, 55]. However, the time
resolution, the many sources of interference and the variety of
interpretation of physiological data are still obstacles to robust
applications.
Lab experiments are by definition far away from the concert
hall. Thus the expression "audience experience" may be a
bit misleading, especially when the experiment involves one
participant at a time. The full experience of standing with
dozens of people around, participating in the same event in
synchronisation, is an important part of the experience that is
de facto neglected in lab studies. We believe that these rich
aspects are more grounded in the field of sociological studies,
the interested reader is invited to read the related literature [46,
26, 12] on the subject.

Although these techniques may definitely benefit the spectators
of digital performances, to our knowledge, their efficiency
has not been formally compared and no insights have been
provided about the components of the audience experience
that they respectively affect.

Following these observations, we believe that the formal comparison of the effects of augmentation techniques on the audience experience can benefit from a controlled approach. We
advocate for an "in-the-lab" methodology as it allows for a
balanced evaluation of experimental conditions, precise measurements of the comprehension dimension and consequent
refined analyses.

Measuring the audience experience

Contribution

In the study of audience experience, most research has relied
on an "in the wild" approach [17, 5], utilising observations,

In this work, we evaluate the impact of two augmentation
techniques, preliminary explanations and visual augmenta-
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Figure 1. After a familiarisation phase, participants followed 4 successive blocks targeting the components of the experience : subjective experience in
Blocks 01 and 04, objective comprehension in Blocks 02 and 03 and subjective comprehension in Block 03.

tions, on the experience of spectators watching a performance
with a Digital Musical Instrument (DMI). Our approach draws
from field studies and addresses the effects of what we define
as Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques (SEATs)
on multiple aspects of audience experience, from subjective
ratings to objective comprehension tasks. From the results,
we provide insights on the design of SEATs and their effect
on experience and comprehension. We also propose a new
design challenge which can be used to evaluate the spectators
experience.
STUDY : COMPARISON OF TWO AUGMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR MUSIC PERFORMANCES

In this section, we describe the protocol used in this study. The
video stimuli and the experimental conditions are presented,
as well as the components of the experience we address. For
the sake of clarity, the presentation of the tasks is structured
by experience components rather than the chronological order.
Following the general presentation of the protocol, methodological details of each component and the associated results
are presented and briefly discussed one by one.
Overview

In this study we evaluate two Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques (SEATs) : preliminary explanations of the
instrument and visual augmentations. For the participants, it
mostly consists in watching videos and answering subsequent
questions. The experiment lasts one hour including consents
signature, equipment setup and interviews. As shown on Figure 1, the experiment is composed of a familiarisation phase
and four experimental blocks. Throughout the blocks, objective and subjective aspects of the spectator experience are
addressed.
Hypotheses

Following the work of Berthaut [8, 7] on visual augmentations,
and the conclusions of Bin [9] that even if explanations can
familiarise the audience with a new digital instrument, they
may not suffice to increase their experience, we hypothesised
a greater impact of the visual augmentations on the spectator
subjective experience and their objective comprehension. We
also hypothesised that this impact is due to the provided information, not only to the increased visual richness of graphical
material inclusion.

Decomposing the experience

To handle the elusive concept of experience, we split it into
three measurable features, the objective comprehension, the
subjective experience and the subjective comprehension. Each
aspect is evaluated through one or more tasks and distributed
across blocks of our protocol. This methodology maintains
the participants attention with short and diversified tasks, and
by addressing the experience under multiple aspects prevents
from too narrow results [13].
Subjective experience

Experience is by definition a subjective phenomenon and is
therefore difficult to assess in a quantitative manner. Moreover,
qualitative user feedback represent useful insights that should
be taken into consideration. In order to keep this information
and allow for comparative analysis, the protocol addresses the
subjective experience in 2 ways :
• A guided rating task where the participants are asked to
independently rate constituents of the performance : the
music, the virtuosity of the musician, the visual aspects
and their overall appreciation of the performance. This
task is tested twice and constitutes Block 01 and Block 04
(Figure 1). We placed the task at the beginning and at the
end to let the time to the participants to integrate the SEATs’
behaviour and control for a potentially too flat learning
curve.
• Semi-structured interviews allow for more personal and detailed feedback and are crucial to fully understand what the
participant experienced. For this purpose, with the consent
of the participant, the experiment is fully audio taped. The
interviews occurred after the familiarisation phase and at
the end of the experiment (Figure 1).
Objective comprehension

The objective comprehension refers to the ability of the spectator to integrate factual elements of the interaction, like who
from the musician or the machine is the author of a sound modulation, addressed in Block 02, or who is more contributing in
a performance, addressed in Block 03 (Figure 1).
Subjective comprehension

Midway between subjective experience and objective comprehension, subjective comprehension relates to the inner feeling
of being able to perceive an aspect of the interaction. This
aspect of the experience is tested in Block 03 (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Conditions and Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques evaluated in our study : A) Control, B) Explain (pre-performance explanations),
C) V-AUG (visual augmentations), D) The experimental setup

Experimental conditions

I

To study the impact of the two SEATs, we presented our
stimuli under four experimental conditions1 :

II

Control condition

In the control condition, the performance is showed as is,
without any cues or explanation. (See Figure 2-A)

III

Preliminary explanations (Explain)

In the Explain condition, a short video demo (65 seconds)
is played before the performance. This video is a close-up
on the musician hands and the instrument that will be used
in the subsequent performance. The musician demonstrates
each mapping, from sensors (button, slider, knob) to sound
parameters, with verbal explanations (See Figure 2-B). The
participant can hear each sound processes played individually
as well as their modulations allowed by the instrument. The
performance is played right after the demo.
Visual augmentations (V-AUG)

In the V-AUG condition, visual augmentations are overlaid
on the performance (See Figure 2-C). Visual augmentations
are graphical representations of the behaviour of the instrument updated in real time. Similar to Berthaut et al. [8] they
represent:
• The sensors and their activity in order to make them more
visible (Figure3, I)
• The mappings between sensors and sound processes, which
appear when the musician manipulates them and disappear
after. (Figure3, II)
• The three sound processes with three shapes whose appearance changes according to changes in their sound parameters (from either the musician or the computer) : colour hue
represents pitch, size represents volume, rotation represents
scrolling in the sound, contours represent a delay effect.
(Figure3, III)
Disruptive visual augmentations (V-DIS)

In the V-DIS condition, visual augmentations are also overlaid on the performance but they are uncorrelated with the
musician gestures. They were actually extracted from another
performance. This condition aims at controlling that the effect
of the visual augmentations on the experience are not only due
to the increased richness of graphical material inclusion. The
V-DIS condition is not introduced until Block 03 in order to let
the participants integrate the correct behaviour of the visual
augmentations. Note that the participants were not informed
that incongruent visual augmentations could occur.

Figure 3. Visual augmentations are graphical representations updated
in real time of the behaviour of the instrument. I) Sensors II) Mapping
III) Processes. See Section Visual augmentations (V-AUG) for details.

Controlled stimuli

The stimuli used in this study are videos of short electronic
music performances (about 30s) shot from an identical point
of view1 . Each video presents a musician behind a table on
which a digital musical instrument (DMI) is placed next to a
computer (see Figure 2-A). The video starts by a fade in with
music already playing and the musician manipulating the DMI.
The video ends with a fade out.
The control device used by the musician is a MIDI control
surface (Korg NanoKontrol) composed of sensors : linear
potentiometers (faders), rotating potentiometers (knobs) and
buttons (see Figure 2-B). Linked to the device by USB, the
computer is running a music software (Pure Data) allowing
for the control of three sound processes (and their associated
parameters) : a bass track (pitch, note_length, filter, volume),
a beat/percussion track (trigger_note, echo, filter, volume)
and a textural track (position_in_sample, filter, volume, echo).
This setup (controller + computer) constitutes the common
architecture of many DMIs.
The mapping

The mapping is the relation between the sensors of the control device and the sound parameters. It impacts multiple
aspects of the performance [31]. In particular, the mapping
influences the contribution of the musician by setting the ratio
between the controls given to the musician and those given to
autonomous processes. Thus the role of the mapping is crucial
in the definition of an instrument [31]. In order to vary the
contribution level of the musician, from very high to very low,
we designed three instruments from the MIDI controller :
• In the first instrument, all sound parameters are associated
with sensors, meaning that all changes in the sound of the

performance originate from the sensors manipulated by the
musician. The musician’s contribution is very high.
• In the second instrument, some of the parameters are automated while others are connected to sensors, the musician’s
contribution is lower.
• In the third instrument, most sound parameters are automated and some are shared, i.e. the musician can take
control of them temporarily. The musician’s contribution is
therefore very low.
To limit the complexity in gesture perception by participants,
all mappings were one-to-one : one sensor controls one parameter only.
Performance masking - Learning bias

The controlled evaluation of the augmentation techniques requires to display the same performances under each augmentation condition. Because of this repetitive exposition, the
participant could memorise a performance and answer the
questions related to a condition having in mind the cues provided by the same performance under a different condition.
To avoid this learning bias, we created a number of sound
banks, i.e. different bass, percussive and textural sounds, and
used them in post production to generate multiple stimuli from
original video footages. Thus, the resulting stimuli presented
the very same gestures, performance structure and instrument
mapping but with a slightly different sound output making it
harder for a participant to notice the potential repetition of
a performance. Besides this "performance masking", participants were informed before the experiment that the device
used by the musician may have different settings throughout
the videos and thus should be considered as a distinct instrument regardless of its identical physical aspect.
Participants

21 participants (16 males, 4 females, 1 deliberately not reported) aged of 34.9 ±4.2 (22-57) were involved in the study.
The protocol follows the ethic rules of the Helsinki Declaration. All participants were voluntary and signed an informed
consent before getting equipped and start the experiment. The
exclusion criteria included hearing and vision impairments.
After control, no subject was excluded.
Procedure

After having read and signed the consent form, the participant
was equipped with two watchbands measuring cardiac and
electrodermal activity, and with a light eye-tracking device.
The physiological aspects of the experiment are not mentioned
in the present document and will be covered in a future study.
During the whole experiment, the participant was seating at a
desk in front of a laptop equipped with a mouse (see Figure 2 D). She or he was informed that the experiment consisted in
watching videos and answering the subsequent questions via a
survey form. After each block, the participant was offered to
take a short break.
The experiment started with a questionnaire to control the
participant’s hearing and sight abilities and to evaluate their
expertise in three disciplines : music as a performer, electronic
music (as a spectator in concerts) and recent technologies.
Data treatment of the scores of expertise led to 3 expertise

profiles : musician - electro - techno. These profiles were
used to control the homogeneity of the groups in Block 02 that
followed a between-groups design.
Data analysis

Data was recorded, anonymised and stored in real time during
the experiment by a bespoke experiment software developed
in Python. For technical reasons, one participant did not finish
the second block and was excluded of the analysis for this
block. Subjective reports were obtained via Likert scales and
were analysed with parametric tools when the normality assumptions were met [57, 16]. All the analyses were conducted
under the common frequentist paradigm and were combined
to Bayesian statistics.
When the assumptions for parametric tests were met, we
looked for a main effect through the analysis of variance (ANOVA or repeated measures ANOVA). We used a
Mauchly’s test to control the sphericity (with a GreenhouseGeisser correction when required). In case of a significant
main effect post-hoc T tests were conducted. When the assumptions for parametric tests were not met, the analysis
was conducted with non parametric statistical treatments. For
repeated measures, we used a Friedman test. In case of a
significant main effect, we conducted pairwise comparisons
with a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test. For dependent comparison, we used a Kruskall-Wallis test. In case of a significant
main effect, we conducted pairwise comparisons with a MannWhitney Test. All post-hoc tests significance were adjusted
with Bonferroni correction for multiple tests.
Bayesian statistics offer sounder analysis when dealing with
relatively small samples like ours (n=21) [37, 33]. Besides, by
clearly exposing the evidence in the data that support either
the null or the alternative hypothesis, they also provide a more
intuitive interpretation [39] and are increasingly considered as
the researcher-centred design of statistics [37]. In this work,
whenever possible, the ANOVA, the pairwise test [52, 44, 53,
51] and the linear regression [18, 19, 42] are expanded with
their Bayesian version and a Bayes factor is reported as BF01
when data better support the null hypothesis and as BF10 when
data support the alternative hypothesis (note that ’01’ becomes
’10’). For example, the statement BF10 = 2.4 means that the
data are 2.4:1 in favour of the alternative hypothesis, so 2.4
times more likely to occur under a model including the corresponding effect. The posterior odds have been corrected for
multiple testing by fixing to 0.5 the prior probability that the
null hypothesis holds across all comparisons[34, 63]. Analyses were performed with IBM SPSS v25, R studio 1.2 and
JASP (Bayesian statistics) [34, 59].
TASKS AND RESULTS
Familiarisation

Before entering the first block of the protocol, the participants
were asked to simply watch 3 short videos with no other instructions. The videos presented the same performance under
three conditions : control, V-AUG, and Explain. After the trial,
they were asked to freely comment on what they had just seen.
Then they were informed that during the experiment they will
see these three types of videos.

Subjective experience

The subjective experience is assessed in Block 01 and in Block
04 (See Figure 1) through a within subjects design (N = 21).
Protocol

In Block 01, the same short music performance is presented 3
times, once per condition, in random order : V-AUG, Explain,
Control. In Block 04, another short music performance is presented 4 times, once per condition, in random order : V-AUG,
Explain, Control and the disruptive condition V-DIS in which
visual augmentations are not correlated with the performance.
The participants were not informed that incongruent visual
augmentations could occur.
Task

The task was the same for Block 01 and Block 04. The participants had to rate their global experience and three aspects that
we hypothesise to support this experience, namely, the music,
the visual aspect and the virtuosity of the musician. After each
video, they had to answer 4 questions in randomised order on
7-point Likert scales :
• From 1 (min) to 7 (max), rate the global quality of the
performance.
• Considering the visual aspect only, rate the performance
from 1 (min) to 7 (max).
• Considering the virtuosity of the musician only, rate the
performance from 1 (min) to 7 (max).
• Considering the music only, rate the performance from 1
(min) to 7 (max).

An effect of the SEATs on the visual rating was found in
both Block 01 and Block 04 (F(3,60) = 14.938, p < 0.001 BF10 > 319), obviously triggered by the graphical material
inclusion of the visual augmentations.
Discussion

The visual augmentations led to a greater subjective experience
in the last block but no effect of the augmentation techniques
(SEATs) was measured in the first block. This can be explained
by the learning curve associated to the visual augmentations.
When we designed the experiment, we opted to deliver no
prior information or comments about the conditions to the
participants. So we hypothesised that the participants would
require some expositions to the visual augmentations before
integrating their behaviour and their purpose. Without a clear
estimation of the learning curve, we placed the measurement
of the subjective experience twice in the protocol, once at
the beginning and once at the end. More formal information
should be collected in ecological conditions, like a concert,
but the visual augmentations used in the experiment are quite
explicit and we advocate for a short learning curve of a few
minutes. This estimation is supported by the emergence of
better results in the V-AUG condition of Block 02 and a decisive contribution of the visual augmentations on the subjective
comprehension assessed in Block 03.
Subjective comprehension

The subjective comprehension is assessed in Block 03 (See
Figure 1) through a within-subjects design (N=21).

Results

Protocol

The hypothesised decomposition of the subjective experience
following the music, visual and virtuosity subjective ratings
was strongly supported (BF10 = 479) by a linear regression
model (F(3,17) = 14.7, p < 0.001, R2 adj : 0.67).

Videos of short music performances were presented under four
conditions : V-AUG, V-DIS, Explain and Control. Contrary to
the V-AUG condition, the visual augmentations in the V-DIS
condition are not correlated with the musician’s gestures.
Task : Bellotti-Fyans challenges
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Figure 4. Bayesian posterior distributions of the global experience ratings in Block 04. Participants reported a better experience when the
performance was augmented with visual augmentations. The V-DIS (uncongruent visual augmentations) and Explain conditions did not differ
from the control condition.

A strong effect (BF10 = 19.5) of the SEATs was found on
global experience (χ 2 (3) = 17.40, p < 0.001) only in Block
04. As illustrated on Figure 4, post-hoc tests showed that
ratings in the V-AUG condition presented very strong evidence
(BF10 = 29.7) of a superiority with the control condition and a
substantial superiority (BF10 = 3.3) with the Explain condition.
No difference (BF01 = 1.9) with the V-DIS condition was
detected. However, the data showed evidence for the absence
of difference between the control condition and the V-DIS
condition (BF01 = 2) and the Explain condition (BF01 = 3.6).

This task is built upon 5 communication design issues _
namely Address, Alignment, Attention, Accident and Action _
introduced by Bellotti et al. [4] in a user-computer interaction
context and transposed by Fyans et al. [28] to the perspective of spectators of interactions. In turn, we transpose these
challenges from a design perspective to an evaluation perspective by assessing the perception of these design features by
observers. We call them the Bellotti-Fyans challenges.
After each video, participants had to indicate on a 5-step likert
scale their degree of accordance with statements built from the
Bellotti-Fyans design challenges. Contrary to the objective
comprehension task where participants must perform by giving
good answers, in this task the participants were informed that
there were no good or bad answer and they should report their
inner feeling rather than a definitive answer. Only the extreme
values of the scales had a label : "I totally disagree" and "I
totally agree". The question asked was "To which extend do
you agree with the following statement ?" :
• "In this video, I know when the musician is interacting with
the instrument and when he is not."(Address)
• "In this video, I can see when the instrument is responding
to the musician gesture and when it is not."

• "In this video, I can see if the musician is controlling the
instrument or if he is not."(Action)
• "In this video, I can see when the instrument is correctly
functioning and when it is not."(Alignment)
• "In this video, I can see if the musician or the instrument
made a mistake."(Accident)

V-AUG
V-DIS
Explain
Control

1.5
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Figure 5. The effect of the Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques (SEATs) on the Bellotti-Fyans challenges.

Results

The augmentation techniques (SEATs) often led to a distinct
appreciation of a same interaction (See Figure 5). Despite
rather subtle differences in the meaning of the questions, like
in Alignment versus Attention, different patterns are clearly
observed.
• Address : A substantial effect (BF10 = 3.7) of the SEATs
was detected on the evaluation of the Address challenge
(χ 2 (3) = 10.07, p = 0.018). Bayesian post-hoc tests
showed weak to substantial evidence of a better evaluation for the V-AUG and the V-DIS conditions compared to
the other conditions (BF10 = 2).
• Attention : A very strong effect (BF10 = 160) of the SEATs
was detected on the evaluation of the Attention challenge
(χ 2 (3) = 12.95, p = 0.005). Post-hoc tests showed a better evaluation in the V-AUG condition compared to the
Control condition (p = 0.02, BF10 = 99) and to the Explain condition (p = 0.051, BF10 = 13.8) and weak evidence (BF10 = 2.5) for a better evaluation in the V-DIS
condition compared to control.
• Action : A very strong effect (BF10 = 161) of the SEATs
was detected on the evaluation of the Action challenge
(χ 2 (3) = 18.75, p < 0.001). Post-hoc tests showed a better
evaluation in the V-AUG condition compared to the control
condition (p = 0.03, BF10 = 112), to the Explain condition
(p = 0.02, BF10 = 104) and, with weak evidence, to the
V-DIS condition (BF10 = 2.7).
• Alignment : A substantial effect (BF10 = 5.12) of SEATs
was detected on the evaluation of the Alignment challenge
(χ 2 (3) = 10.99, p = 0.012). Post-hoc tests showed a better
evaluation in the V-AUG condition compared to the control condition (p = 0.051, BF10 = 9), the Explain condition
(BF10 = 2.8) and quite interestingly a substantial difference
(BF10 = 4.4) with the V-DIS condition.

• Accident : Data showed no effect (BF01 = 2.4) of the
SEATs on the evaluation of the Accident challenge (χ 2 (3) =
3.66, p = 0.301).
Discussion

The assessment of the subjective comprehension revealed interesting contrasted results. By analysing the tendency of a
spectator to project their ability in a fictive task, we are obviously not measuring their objective abilities but rather the
confidence they have in the mental model they built up from
the interaction [29]. The SEATs did not significantly influence the participants’ subjective feeling of being able to detect
errors from the musicians or the machine. From a cognitive
point of view, this suggests that neither the visual augmentations nor the pre-performance explanations could reduce the
spectator’s difficulties in perceiving the performer’s intention
and predicting the result of an action [28].
However, visual augmentations (V-AUG) induce positive evaluations of the other Fyans-Bellotti challenges, where they
overtake the Control and the Explain conditions, which suggests that they help spectators build and trust a mental model
of the instrument and of the performer’s interactions with it.
The difference between the congruent (V-AUG) and the disruptive augmentations (V-DIS) is not always measurable. The
inclusion of incongruent visual augmentations led to the same
feeling of being able to detect when the musician was interacting with the instrument (Address) and when the instrument
was responding to the musician (Attention). Conversely the
congruent condition V-AUG overtakes the V-DIS condition in
the evaluation of the level of control of the musician (Action)
and in the evaluation of the proper functioning of the instrument (Alignment). Since there is no global subjective rating
of the stimuli in this task, these findings need refinements to
clearly identify the link between the subjective comprehension
and the global experience. Still, the design of SEATs and their
evaluation can already benefit from these first insights of the
approach by components.
Objective comprehension

The objective comprehension was assessed by two tasks, a
modulation attribution task in Block 02 and a Global Contribution Task in Block 03 (See Figure 1).
Modulation attribution task

The task was to detect a given change of one of the processes
parameters in a short music performance and correctly decide
who from the musician or the computer was the author. The
participants answered in real time, while the video was playing,
by pressing a key associated with their answer (the musician
or the computer) on the keyboard.
After each video, participants evaluated on Likert scales how
difficult they found the task (from ’really easy’ to ’really difficult’) and what was their trust in their performance on 5-steps
scale (1 : "I answered randomly", 5: "I’m very confident in
my answer").
In order to limit the duration of the experiment, this task followed a between-groups design. The videos were displayed

Participants reported that the task was quite difficult. The data
confirmed that impression with an average score of 42.3%
globally (see Table 1 for details).
Score [% of success]
Mean
Stdev
Min
Max
Difficulty [-3,3]
Median
Min
Max
Confidence [-3,3]

V-AUG

Explain

Control

44.9
4.0
39.8
53.7

42.3
4.3
35.6
47.0

38.4
6.3
28.0
45.0

0.000
-0.667
2.000

1.000
-0.667
1.500

0.500
-0.667
2.000

Mean
0.213
-0.700
-0.111
Stdev.
0.498
1.083
0.455
Min
-0.667
-2.000
-0.667
Max
0.667
0.667
0.667
Table 1. Modulation attribution task - Descriptive statistics

Despite concomitant results in favour of the visual augmentations (Table 1), the task did not permit to expose significant
contrasts of the SEATs’ influence on the participants’ scores
(F(2,17) = 3.215, p = 0.184). This lack of power is mainly due
to the rather small size of the groups and the difficulty of the
task. The Bayesian analysis showed weak evidence in favour
of an effect of the SEATs (BF10 = 1.6) and weak superiority
of the scores in the V-AUG condition. No influence of the
SEATs on the reported difficulty (F(2,17) = 0.257, p = 0.575,
BF01 = 3.1 ) was found, neither on the reported confidence
(F(2,17) = 2.952, p = 0.220 - BF10 = 1.3).
Global Contribution Task

This task occurred in Block 03 and followed a within-subjects
design (N=21) with 2 factors : Augmentation technique : VAUG, V-DIS, Explain and Control — Contribution level of the
musician : contrib_low, contrib_med, contrib_high
Contrary to the modulation attribution task where the authorship of a specific event was targeted, in this task, the participants had to determine who from the musician or the computer
was globally the most contributing over a whole performance.
As explained in Section The mapping, we designed three instruments which allowed us to vary the musician’s and computer’s respective contributions. These mappings resulted in,
respectively, a large contribution of the computer, a large contribution of the musician and a rather balanced ratio still in
favour of a greater contribution of the musician. Thus, the
musician contributed the most in 66% (2/3) of the stimuli.

musician

computer

2.0

100 %
75 %

confidence

Results

The score of the modulation attribution task was computed
by measuring the percentage of time during which the key
pressed by the participant matched the actual origin of the
modulation.

This two-factors design lead to 4 SEATs x 3 contribution levels
= 12 videos. The stimuli implying the same contribution level
of the musician were generated from the same original video
footages. To control for a potential learning bias, these stimuli
were post produced with different audio outputs following the
performance masking technique detailed in Section Controlled
stimuli.

musician / computer

under a condition depending on the group to which the participant was randomly assigned. Groups: V-AUG (n=9), Explain
(n=5 + 1 excluded), Control (n=6). The expertise of participants within each group was controlled, the 3 groups were
2
homogeneous (χ(12)
= 25.48, p = 1).

50 %
25 %
0%

V-AUG

V-DIS

Explain

Control

−0.5

Figure 6. Global Contribution Task : the participants largely promoted
the greater contribution of the musician (90%, orange) and were more
confident in their answers (black dots) when the performances were
augmented with visual augmentations (V-AUG). The performances augmented with incongruent visual augmentations (V-DIS) led to an under
estimation of the musician contribution.

After each video, the participants indicated who from the musician or the computer was the most contributing and reported
their level of confidence in their answer on a 6-step likert scale
with labelled extreme values; 0: "I answered randomly" - 5:
"I’m very confident".
Results

The average success score was 60.6% ± 12.5 and 65.1% of
the reported answers indicated that the musician contributed
the most.
Considering the score of the participants to this task, the data
showed a strong effect (F(2,40) = 7.18, p = 0.002 - BF10 = 600)
of the contribution level taken alone and a very strong effect
(F(6,120) = 5.98, p < 0.001 - BF10 > 100000) of the interaction
between the contribution levels and the augmentation techniques. A second analysis was run to understand the details
of the interaction. It exposed a very strong link (BF10 > 7000)
between the choice of the participants for the most contribut2 = 28.432, p < 0.001). As illustrated
ing and the SEATs (χ(4)
in Figure 6, post-hoc tests showed that 90% of the stimuli
presented in the V-AUG condition were associated to a greater
reported contribution of the musician, 67% in the Explain
condition, 60% for the control condition. Interestingly, the
lowest count of reports for the contribution of the musician
was measured in the V-DIS condition where 56% of the stimuli
were associated with a greater contribution of the computer.
A moderate (BF10 = 2.9) effect of the SEATs was found
on the confidence participants had in their answer (F(3,60) =
3.683, p = 0.017). Following the overestimation of the musician contribution in the V-AUG condition, post-hoc tests
showed that the confidence of the participants in their answer
was significantly higher (p = 0.049, BF10 = 4.19) in the VAUG condition than the control condition and (BF10 = 2) the
Explain condition.

Discussion

Restoring the trust in musicians

The impact of augmentation techniques (SEATs) on the objective tasks is contrasted. The lack of power did not permit
to clearly expose their role with weak evidence in favour of
the visual augmentations in the Modulation Attribution Task.
Conversely, the Global Contribution Task led to significant
results and revealed a misleading effect of the visual augmentations that conducted the participants to over estimate the
musician contribution. These findings are discussed in the
general discussion alongside with the insights of the other
blocks.

Even if the visual augmentations did not increase the objective
comprehension of the spectator as we hypothesised, they led
to an interesting side effect. When the participants had to distinguish the contribution of the musician from the one of the
computer, they over estimated the contribution of the musician
and at the same time were more confident in their evaluation
when the performances were displayed with visual augmentations (V-AUG). From an objective perspective, this observation
lowers the efficiency of the visual augmentations used in the
study to clearly expose the reality. But it also represents a positive bias that can compensate the doubt of uncomprehending
spectators and restore their trust in the musician. Conversely,
the disruptive augmentations (V-DIS), extracted from another
performance, led to a sub estimation of the contribution of
the musician, a reduced confidence of the participants in their
answers, and the misperception of a greater contribution of the
computer.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we combine the findings discussed in the previous sections and provide insights and perspectives on Spectator
Experience Augmentation Techniques (SEATs), and in particular the use of visual augmentations. We also propose to add
the Association as a new item in the Bellotti-Fyans challenges.
Visual augmentations offer a better experience

The findings of this study expose the positive role of the visual augmentations over multiple aspects of the experience of
spectators of performances with digital instruments. They also
confirm the weak contribution of the preliminary explanations
reported in the literature [9].
The low efficiency of preliminary explanations can be interpreted as a difficulty for the audience to memorise and manipulate the large amount of information necessary to integrate
complex interactions. The real time support of visual augmentations as well as their ability to abstract interactions mechanisms probably made a strong difference. Yet, with this sole
first study, we can not strengthen these interpretations because
we are missing formal descriptions of the two techniques. A
taxonomy of the SEATs could help to refine the study of their
impact by allowing for an approach by components rather than
the holistic comparison we present here.
The contribution of the visual augmentations was not measurable on the ratings of the music, or the virtuosity of the
musician, but the data do support a significant improvement
of the overall experience of the spectator. Importantly, the
effective impact of the visual augmentations is not due to the
only effect of the additional graphic material of this technique.
When the augmentations were not correlated to the interactions, participants gave a better rating to the visual aspect but
no difference with the control condition was detected in terms
of global experience.
The interest for the visual augmentations was also reported
during short interviews when we asked the participants what
augmentation technique they would choose if they were to
attend an electronic music performance. A large majority
(80%) opted for the visual augmentations but we also had
some participants advocating for no augmentations at all, neither explanations nor visual augmentations, to preserve "their
natural experience of music". Depending on the expertise of
the participants and their tolerance to graphical inclusions in
terms of cognitive interference, the SEATs should permit to
vary the level of details and even let the user turn it off.

These observations could highlight the presence in the audience experience of a subtle balance between the continuous
objective cues emitted by the performer and an inner, potentially discreet, validation by the observer that everything is
going as expected, with a clear contribution of the musician
and a moderate support of the machine. As a design guideline,
this suggests that the more a performance is demanding in
term of artistic virtuosity, the more the audience needs to be
able to perceive the ratio of the human/machine contribution,
in order to preserve their trust.
The unexpected benefits of disruptive cues

The insertion of uncorrelated visual augmentations led the
participants to evaluate differently some aspects of the interactions but not all. The confusion is more visible in the
results of the Bellotti-Fyans challenges (See the discussion
of the Subjective comprehension section). These contrasts in
the results reflect the composite nature of the mental models
at the origin of the spectator’s experience and expectations
[32, 25]. They also highlight the inconsistent effect of the
augmentations used in the study. Now that the potential efficiency of the visual augmentations is formally supported,
design research should compare different types of visual augmentations, graphical material or levels of detail and explore
their influence on identified observer’s mental models like the
one from the Bellotti-Fyans challenges or the components of
the experience we addressed in this work.
Controlling the level of magic

We saw that disruptive visual augmentations can lead to the
perception of a lower contribution of the musician. They also
tend to blur the mental models of the observers. This property
could be manipulated by the musicians. By designing the
SEATs to increase the amount of disruptive cues in the augmentations, musicians could decide to veil their manipulations
at the same time of a music climax and let the audience think
that something "magical" is happening. In a sense, if too much
doubt about the musician’s contribution on the music can reduce the interest of the audience, a parsimonious approach can
lead to interesting strategies in the artistic performance, like a

navigation in the 2-dimensional space proposed by Reeves et
al.[49] (See Figure 7).
Call for a new design challenge : Association

The Bellotti-Fyans challenges provided insightful data for
the evaluation of the subjective experience of the spectators.
However, it is not clear if these challenges are sufficient to
characterise the ability of a device to expose the contributions
of both the user and the system to the audience. To this end,
we propose to add another "A" to the five already present in
the Bellotti-Fyans challenges with the "Association" challenge.
The term Association relates to the design decisions that enable
a device to expose to the spectators the respective and shared
contributions of its user and the system itself. This challenge
also relates to the exclusivity dimension of agency defined by
Wegner et al. [61], transposed to the audience.
Interactions with simple devices do not need such augmentations as the integration by an observer of the inherent cues
is obvious to evaluate the contribution of the user, like when
observing a seller with a cash machine. But when the interactions become more complex, when the system they address is
capable of producing actions that mimic the one a user could
make, like a musician with a digital instrument, or a worker
with an exoskeleton, the contributions of the user and the machine are mixed from a spectator perspective. An observer
of such interaction implying a device with a high Association
score should have a clear appreciation of the actual part of the
user’s actions in the intended production, without the difficulty
to integrate the multiple cues perceived from the interaction.
The shared contribution of both the system and the user should
also be appreciable. The decisions that lead to a good Association score should be part of the design process or ensured by
dedicated augmentations.
Limitations

In this work, we aimed at investigating refined aspects of the
experience and minimising the biases inherent to the study of
human behaviour by conducting a controlled study. Although
the results of the experiment did provide genuine insights on
the effect of SEATs, a number of limitations remain. A first
improvement would be a validation of the questionnaires, in
particular regarding subjective comprehension.
As other "in the lab" studies, our work relies on the data
analysis methods for controlled experimentation that can be
considered as a risk for misleading or overly narrow results
[45]. In consequence, we chose to include interviews and to
mix objective and subjective trials to limit the bias often met
in field studies [13]. Besides, we believe that the extension of
the data analysis with Bayesian statistics is particularly helpful
in this context of medium sample size (21 participants).
Finally, another limitation of our work naturally lies in the
evaluation of a live phenomena in a controlled environment. In
this context, important aspects of the experience of live music
are missing, from the social environment to the ceremonial
of the concert hall. Aware of these limitations, we do not
consider this work as an exhaustive approach, much to the
contrary as we are very open to the contributions of other
disciplines in the study of the relations between humans and

artificial systems. Joining the "movement" of mixed-methods
[22], we believe that there should be more dialog between the
"in the lab" and "in the wild" paradigms. This enthusiasm
is shared by recent discussions in the HCI community [43],
which highlights the importance of identifying insights and
biases of each paradigm.
Effects
amplified

MAGICAL

revealed
partially
revealed/hidden,
transformed
hidden

Manipulations

EXPRESSIVE
Augmentations

Disruptive cues

SECRETIVE
hidden
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hidden, transformed

SUSPENSFUL
revealed

amplified

Figure 7. When controlled by the musician, the nature and the amount
of visual augmentations allow to navigate in the 2-dimensional space proposed by Reeves et al.[49] (Illustration adapted from [49])

CONCLUSION

This work presents a controlled study to evaluate the effect
of Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques on the audience experience. We showed that, contrary to pre-concert
explanations, visual augmentations increase the global subjective experience, support the observer’s confidence in their
mental representations of the interactions, and induce an over
estimation of the musician’s contribution compared to the machine’s, thus restoring spectators’ trust in electronic musicians.
We proposed to extend the Bellotti-Fyans challenges with the
Association challenge, as the ability of a device to expose the
contributions of both the user and the system to the audience.
We showed strong evidence of differences in the impact of
the preliminary explanations and the visual augmentations.
However, the explanation of these contrasts would benefit
from formal descriptions of the two techniques. To this end,
future work could propose a taxonomy of SEATs to facilitate their formal comparisons and allow for grounded design
guidelines. We believe that the evaluation of Spectator Experience Augmentation Techniques on specific components
of the experience can provide robust insights for applications
in many other domains where the collaboration of humans
and machines occur in public, like performance interfaces or
pedagogical devices.

1 All stimuli, illustration videos of the conditions, anonymised raw
results and statistical analyses can be found here :

http://o0c.eu/0DA
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